AVAILABLE
COLOUR SCHEME

SIZES

GOLDEN OAK 3D

WALNUT

GRAPHITE (RAL 7016)

BLACK (RAL 9005)
The printing technology does not allow for accurate reﬂection of
coating colours, thus the presented colours are indicative and may
diﬀer from actual colours. The colours of samples are subject to
production tolerance and may insigniﬁcantly diﬀer from the material
delivered to the construction site.

GARD is a novelty on the fence systems market! The PREMIUM
quality product is available in three widths and four colours.
Thanks to a wide range of conﬁgurations, our GARD fence
systems perfectly address to the individual needs of customers.

GARD MIX OF COLOURS AND WIDTHS

EASY AND QUICK ASSEMBLY

Our modern GARD fence systems can be conﬁgured in terms of
the width and colour of the board. The attractive colour Golden
Oak 3D imitating wood is only available in our oﬀer. There is no
additional charge for choosing the colour of the segment.
It is possible to order the tailored-made span.

When purchasing, the customer receives all the necessary
elements for the assembly of the segment, also for the (metal
or concrete) post. The practical system allows for easy and
quick assembly. No brick underpinnig is required for the GARD
fence system.

DURABILITY AND AESTHETICS

COMPLETE SOLUTION FOR YOUR PROPERTY

The product is double-protected against corrosion using the
Duplex technology, which ensures a high degree of surface
protection. The use of zinc and varnish coatings provides
exceptional durability for many years.

Depending on your needs, our oﬀer includes:
SLIDING GATE or DOUBLE-LEAF GATE
GARD WICKET
By choosing our product, you invest in the safety and privacy of your
property.
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WICKET
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Minimum width Lmin:
Maximum width Lmax:
Height H:
* 1580 mm is the total height from the base to the end of the post

SPAN
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

SLIDING GATE
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

DOUBLE-LEAF GATE
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Minimum width Lmin:

* The total width of the gate is calculated as L+L*40%

Minimum width Lmin:

Maximum width Lmax:

Maximum width Lmax:

Minimum width Lmin:
Maximum width Lmax:
Height H:

* The total width of the gate is calculated as L+L*40%

Height H:
* 1580 mm is the total height from the base to the end of the post

Height H:
* 1580 mm is the total height from the base to the end of the post

